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“SPERA IN D E O ”

H O P E COL L E G E ♦ H O L L A N D , M I C H I G A N

WTHS: w e ’re the Hope College station
Students express mixed feelings about the a m o u n t of independent music played on H o p e College radio
Hannah Gingrich
G u e s t W riter

When a Hope College
student decides to turn on the
radio, chances are W T H S 89.9F M is not at the top of the listof
station choices.
“I’m not sure I’ve ever heard
the radio station before,” said
student Samantha Newbound
(15).
WTHS, which stands for
“W e ’re The Hope College
Station,” is a radio station based
out of Hope College and a
source of differing opinions for
many. Some like it, some are
indifferent, but all have their
reasons for listening in or tuning
out.
As for the mission of WTHS,
General
Manager
Forest
P hoto by L iz M artin
Dodson (’14) said, “I would say
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PERFECT
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W T H S staff gather a r o u n d for a m e e t i n g to discuss the possibility
our first and foremost goal is to
of future global streaming, allowing everyone a n d not just H o p e students to listen in.
play independent music, to play
music that doesn't get played on
independent
music,
many plays.
other music stations.”
their music out there.”
“W e ’re giving them a good
Nevertheless, because of Hope students find themselves
“Ifeel like the people who are
chance and just trying to get the “subculture” nature of disinterested in what the station really enthusiastic about it are

the people who work there,” said
deejay Ana Weaver.
Still, W T H S is a unique
station, especially for the area.
“This is the only station
in Holland where people can
listen to this type of music,”
Weaver added. Also, unlike
most mainstream radio stations,
which have about 500 songs
in rotation, W T H S has more
than 1,000 and are updating
constantly.
W T H S also features almost
20 shows, which include talk
shows, humor, news, sports, and
deejays playing their favorite
music. Generally, the music
still falls under the independent
category, though some “oldies"
are also played. The general idea
is to give listeners something
they would not hear on
other stations, and to keep it
consistent.
“The main focus is playing
music,” said Dodson, “That’s
why most people tune in, is to
listen to music. But we want to
SEE W T H S , PAGE 10

Faith as a guide to justice Are you listening?
A Christian perspective on legal and illegal immigration issues

Sexuality on H o p e ’s c am pu s 2 00 0- 2 00 6
Elena Rivera

Claire Call

bid of the Gay-Straight Alliance
student group to be recognized
This is part two of a three- as a formal campus student
part series exploring the history organization during the 2000-01
of issues ofsexuality on campus, school year,” according to a press
release dated April 19,2002. The
and the organizations involved.
task force was charged with,
When James Bultman took among other things, reviewing
on the job as Hope College the college attempts ateducating
president in 1999, it was in about sexuality in general, not
the aftermath of some large, just homosexuality; evaluating
controversial
conversations the treatment of homosexual
going on at the college. One students at Hope College; and
of those conversations dealt exploring how the college could
with .sexuality in the context best exhibitcare and compassion
P hoto by R achel M azzaro
of the Christian faith. The for those with -a homosexual
ADVOCATES FOR IMMIGRANTS— Immigration issues previous academic year saw orientation. Bultman then
Communication
a campus divided over two appointed
are not ta k e n lightly by M a t h e w S o e r e n s a n d panelists.
this part of the country and Love them as yourself, for you speakers brought to campus professor James Herrick as the
across the United States,” said were foreigners in Egypt. I am with opposing viewpoints on chairman of the task force, and
sexuality, and this tension did the task force was to report their
the Lord your God.”
Soerens.
findings to Bultman by March 1,
not dissipate the following fall.
O
n
the
other
side
of
the
i
s
s
u
e
,
Soerens
used
scripture
2002.
Deciding
that
the
issue
according
to
Soerens,
i
s
the
to support both sides of the
Herrick saw the task force as
complicated issue, citing verses moral obligation Christians have was far from over among the
students at Hope College, an opportunity to let peoples’
such as Leviticus 19:33-34. to obey the law.
“I don't think we should President Bultman formed voices be heard. “Gay people
"When a foreigner resides
among you in your land, do not deport everybody,” said Soerens, the Task Force on Issues of on campus didn’t have an
mistreat them. The foreigner “[but] it’s important we do Sexuality. In part, “the task force opportunity to talk openly. They
was founded after the college’s felt that it was a threatening
residing among you must be acknowledge the law isthere.”
Campus Life Board denied the
treated as your native-born.
see SEXUALITY, page 1 0
see I M M I G R A T I O N , page 2
C o -E d i t o r -in - C hief

C a m p u s C o -Editor

“H o w faith and justice relate
to immigration” was the title of
Matthew Soerens’ lecture and
thefollowingpaneldiscussion on
Jan. 28. The lecture, sponsored
by Hope United for Justice,
Phelps Scholars and Keppel
House, took what is considered
by many to be a purely political
issue and showed it to be a
Christian dilemma as well.
Soerens’ lecture focused on
how faith should be the basis not
only for the way Christians form
opinions on immigration, but on
allpolitical issues.
Immigration is a particularly
important issue for Christians
according to Soerens, who
pointed out that “ger,” a word
meaning immigrant appears 92
times in the Hebrew Scriptures,
and that Jesus himself as well as
many other Biblical figures were
immigrants.
“Immigrants are an important
and vital part of the church, in
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Donnie Mather guest director for
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Students reflect on their different majors a n d minors, highlighting their favorite experiences.
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Wednesday
Feb. 6
Poverty, Po w e r a n d Privelege
Workshop
Maas Auditorium, 4 p.m.

M e n d i n g diverse misconceptions
Educator stresses bridging the g a p b e t we e n Western a n d Arab understandings
Vivian Liu

Friday
Feb. 8
Winter Recess begins
6 p.m.

Wednesday
Winter Recess ends

Feb. 1 3

8 a.m.

Friday
Feb. 1 5
Vanderprov a n d Upright
Citizens Brigade
Maas Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Feb. 1 9
Peace Corps Presentation
Maas Center, 2 p.m.

Last Lecture Series featuringErnest Cole
Maas Auditorium, 7 p.m.

In B

rief

POVERTY, POWER, AND
PRIVILEGE
Today, Feb. 6, Lois Owens
and Brenda Mitchner will
facilitate a workshop aimed
at
creating
understanding
about power, privilege, and
internalized
oppression.
Through
meaningful
and
thought-provoking
activities,
participants will explore ways to
assist in building a community
ofjustice and inclusion.
The workshop is sponsored
by the Multicultural Enrichment
Series and will take place tonight
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in Maas
Center Auditorium.

HUMAN
TRAFFICKING
AWARENESS WEEK
“Breaking Chains: Hope
College Human
Trafficking
Awareness Week” will begin
on Friday, Feb. 15 with Andy
Sopor speaking in chapel. Other
events, such as two speakers,
one presentation, a showing of
the movie “Not M y Life”and a
benefit concert for the Manasseh
Project-Songs Against Slavery,
will continue through Feb. 22.
Human Trafficking Awareness
Week issponsoredby theWomen’s
Studies program, Dean of the
Chapel’s office, Hope United for
Justice, International Studies,
Dean of Arts and Humanities,
Dean of Social Sciences, Dean
for International Education and
Multicultural Life, Theta Gamma
Pi sorority and the departments
of History, Religion, Economics,
Management, Accounting, and
Political Science.

C a m p u s C o -Editor

Arab. Muslim. Few Words
have the ability to conjure so
many different connotations as
these two. Because of the mis
conceptions that people har
bor about these two groups
of people, David A. Serio, an
educator at the Arab Ameri
can National Museum, at
tempts bridging the discrep
ancies among Arab, Muslim,
and Western understandings.
Among one of the most
important aspects of Islam
that Serio tries to educate
Americans about is that many
Muslims carry out their lives
based on their interpretation
of the Qur’an. For example,
jihad, a subject that often has
been misconstrued, could be
interpreted in different ways.
In response to one audience
member who raised concerns
about the seemingly violent
nature ofjihad, Serio talks about
the two different kinds of jihad,
“One is a jihad of yourself. It
means struggle. So, my jihad
may be picking on m y sister. So
there’sa personal jihad that each
one of us has. The other jihad
you're talking about is a jihad
that has been misinterpreted.

This jihad is for times of war.
This jihad is when you’re being
attacked by an outside country."
Serio adds, “For example,
Afghanistan is not an Arab
country, but a Muslim country.
There was a jihad to go after the
Russians because the Russians
were coming into Afghanistan.
Where [jihad] is misused and
abused iswhen you decide to kill
every person who is an infidel.”
In
addition
to
a
misinterpretation of the Qur’an,
Serio also attributes much of
-the violence in the Middle East
to the fact that Europeans drew
the borders of many Middle
Eastern countries with the
purpose of creating a divide
between the Arab people.
“It’s
more
deep-rooted
colonization that has set
up
people
against
each
other, including creating a
state system that basically
messed up the culture of
the Middle East,” Serio said.
In response to a comment
made
about
particular
Muslims who had committed
acts of violence against Jews
and Christians, Serio says
that these Muslims
had
misinterpreted the Qur'an.
However, the Qur’an does
talk about what to do with

P hoto

infidels and traitors in specific
circumstances.
“There
are
instances when the Jews had
made allies with the new
Muslim community. However,
they betrayed Muslims and
got them killed. Muhammad
sought revenge on the Jews.
This is one example where the
Qur’an talks about what to do
with infidels, or traitors, if you
will. But it is all based on your
interpretation of it,” Serio said.
At the beginning of the
lecture,
Serio juxtaposes
two pictures and asks the
audience
to
determine

♦ IMMIGRATION,
from page 1

LATE NIGHT
HAPPY HOUR
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til Feb. 1 1 at the V a n W y l e n library, is organized by the Arab
A m e r i c a n National M u s e u m .

Discussing faith
and justice in
immigration
policies

Soerens believes the solution
is in changing immigration
policies,
making
illegal
immigration harder to do and
legal immigration easier to
do. He also supports keeping
families together.
“The only thing you can do is
change a law, and the blessing of
living in a democracy is that we
can do that," said Soerens.
Soerens ended his lecture by
asking everyone in attendance
to be an advocate by calling
legislators,
while
getting
involved
with
non-profit
organizations such as G92.
org or welcomingthestranger.
com or simply getting to know
an immigrant. Soerens used
the acronym PLEASE (prayer,
education, advocacy,
OPUS DEADLINE EXTENDED listening,
service and evangelism) as a way
to become familiar with and be
The deadline for submissions
an advocate for immigration.
to Opus, Hope College’s literary
Soerens' lecture was followed
magazine has been extended until
by a discussion panel which
Saturday at 11:59 p.m. Both print
included professor Ernest Cole
and art submissions are accepted.
of the Hope College English
Up to five submissions can be
department, Liz Balck from
made in each category.
Justice for our Neighbors,
To have work considered, send
Sister Pat Lamb from St.
submissions to opus@hope.edu.
Francis de Sales church, and
All submissions should be sent as
a representative from Latin
attachments.
Americans United for Progress.

by

MULTI-CULTURAL LEARNING — T h e exhibit, featured u n 

which person is the Arab.
The
audience
answered
incorrectly almost every time.
The purpose ofthis exercise isto
emphasize thatArabs encompass
a variety of demographics.
“In fact, the first waves of
Arabs to immigrate to the
U.S. were actually Christians.
There are also many Christian
communities all over the
Mjddle East,” Serio said.
Because most of what the
Americans
perceive
about
the Middle East is based on
a Western school of thought,
see

MENDING,

page

10

State of emergency declared in Egypt
Lingering unrest
from “Arab
Spring” revolution
sparks aggressive
response from
Egyptian President
Megan Stevens
G u e s t W riter

After fivedays ofunrest in the
Egyptian city of Port Said, Presi
dent Mohamed Morsi declared a
state of emergency last Sunday
in the cities of Port Said, Ismaha,
Suez and surrounding areas. The
declaration gives control over to
the police, institutes a curfew for
all civilians, and gives the presi
dent direct power over the city.
According to the Egyptian con
stitution, the Egyptian Peoples
Assembly must approve this ac
tion within the week.
“There is no room for hesita
tion,” Morsi told his country'on
state television, “so that every
body knows the... state is capa
ble of protecting the citizens. If
I see that the homeland and its
children are in danger, I will be
forced to do more than that. For
the sake of Egypt, Iwill.”
Morsi’s decision to declare
a state of emergency was criti
cized by many Egyptian citizens,

as the same declaration was em 
ployed by former president Hosni Mubarak. Mubarak was oust
ed two years ago in the “Arab
Spring” revolution. Essentially,
Egypt was in a state of emer
gency throughout Mubarak's
reign because of the suspension
of civil rights and prevalence of
police control, the Social Science
Research Council reported in
2004. In fact, the state of emer•gency law under which Morsi is
currently operating is the same
one used by Mubarak.
Morsi, who was the first
democratically elected president
of Egypt, is a member of the

IfI see that the home
land and its children
are in danger, Iwill be
forced to do more than
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WAVING FLAGS, SHAKING FISTS— Protesters gather In Port Said, Egypt, visibly disgrun
tled with the actions of President Morsl’s administration.

be repealed. A protester told
CBS that the Constitution fails
to represent all Egyptians, and
— P resident M orsi ^
that Morsi has failed to live up to
his promises.
The N ew York Times re
political party aligned with the ported that the violence in Port
Muslim Brotherhood. A protest Said began following the trial
in Cairo over the weekend saw of soccer fans on Saturday, all
even more violence between po 21 of w h o m were sentenced to
lice and protesters, as more lib death for their role in a deadly
eral speakers stood on a stage set riot. The riot, which happened
near Tahrir Square and demand one year ago at a match, led to
ed that the Islamist Constitution the death of 74 people after fans
that.

of the home team, A1 Masry, ran
onto the field and began chasing
the A1 Ahly team. Video footage
showed security guards standing
by.
After the trial, 30 people
were killed in a protest march
and many more injured, most
of them shot by police officers
armed with live ammunition
and tear gas. Seven of the in
jured later died. Police report
edly fired tear gas into the fu
neral marches for those killed on

Saturday. Some canisters were
thrown back, but coffins were
dropped and bodies fellout onto
the street, angering protesters.
Army troops were deployed to
handle the violence, but did not
intervene.
A spokesman for the Minis
try of the Interior, Gen. Osama
Ismail, claimed that the police
were unarmed at the funerals
and suggested that the tear gas
was fired by civilians who had
infiltrated the police.

---------P erspectives -------

A hopeful vision of a fearless America A n accurate comparison
Closing
arguments on
two-part series on
examining student
perspectives on
the gun debate
lliana Garcia
G u e s t W riter

On January 16, one month
and two days after the shootings
in Newtown, Conn., the Obama
Administration finallyreleased a
plan to prevent gun violence in
the United States.
President Obama signed 23
executive actions on gun control
which include orders to make
more federal data available for
universal background checks
and to end a freeze on govern
ment research on gun violence.
In addition, Obama introduced
congressional proposals that in
clude an assault weapons ban, a
ban on high-capacity magazines
and armor-piercing bullets, and
funds for police officers.
Many, including the National
Rifle Association (NRA) and
several G O P lawmakers have
criticized Obama for his ambi
tious policy proposals. House
Speaker John Boehner’s office
announced: “House committees
of jurisdiction will review these
recommendations. And if the
Senate passes a bill, we will also

schools already have imple
mented high security measures.
Even with the addition of metal
detectors and the presence of
police officers on campus, acci
dents continue to occur. In this
case, such shootings .are not of
ten aired on the news because
they occur in low-income areas.
I do not agree with the N R A ’s
statement of putting “armed po
lice officers in every school in
this nation.” In my perspective,
the militarization of schools
feeds the school-to-prison pipe
linewhich poses particular chal
lenges for students of color and
those in low-income brackets.
Not to mention, it makes stu
66
dents feel like criminals which
• In m y perspective, the
is not the best learning environ
militarization of schools
ment.
feeds the school-toW h y does the violence con
prison pipeline which
tinue to occur? People have easy
poses particular chal
access to guns. Guns do not kill
lenges for students of
people, but itmakes itvery easy.
color and those in lowYes, we have a right to bear arms
income brackets.
- as stated in the Constitution but we also have a right to live
_____ _________
without fear. Violence cannot be
resolved with more guns.
In my perspective, President
gun control measures have been
introduced, I am looking for Obama is taking the right mea
ward to seeing how and learn sures to keep the promise of a
ing which measures are going to safe America. As the president
be implemented. Unlike other begins his second term, he is
political issues, guns present a expected to hold bold positions
myriad of cultural complexities, and deliver on his promises. It
only adding to the levelofdebate will become evident in the com
ing weeks whether or not these
within the halls of Congress.
Iam from Los Angeles, where promises will be met.

take a look at that.” Meanwhile,
responses have been released
from other Republicans in the
House of Representatives stat
ing their dissatisfaction with the
measures introduced. However,
Obamas plan has been success
fully welcomed by gun control
advocates, progressives and sev
eral shooting victims.
As for me, Obama has fi
nally addressed the issue that
has been on everyone's mind.
Granted, not everyone is sat
isfied with his plan but action
and progress toward a solution
has been initiated. Though the

99

on the television screen and, as
isthe norm, nothing ends up be
Recently, a friend of mine ing done.
In the age of the 24-hour
drew my attention to a Twitter
page that cited the ambitious news cycle, things have a ten
goal of reporting every drone dency of being forgotten. Cou
attack that has taken place pled with the short attention
from the beginning of the war span of the American people,
on terror until the present in we move on to another topic. I
10 minutes. I call this project had the good fortune to attend
ambitious because ever since Barack Obama's second inau
it was launched on December guration and after the moving
10, 2012, they still have yet to speech he gave, where he made
tell the complete story of every a subtle yet recognizable refer
person “neutralized" by this tar ence to gun violence, all people
geted killing process that seems could talk about was ifBeyonce
more akin to a Playstation than had lip-synced the national an
them.
itdoes warfare.
If America is forever des
These drones kill indiscrimi
nately and the innocent people tined to have the attention span
killed by them are written off as of a lab rat, why do we bother
collateral damage in the global to have these conversations?
war on terror. W e now turn to What good is done? What com
Sandy Hook, a peaceful school fort can we offer to the families
in Newtown, Conn, that has of those who lost loved ones to
been forever tainted by the ac senseless violence? I really wish
tions of a man who got his itwas as easy as saying, “Grand
hands on some very dangerous Theft Auto was the reason this
person went out on a shooting
weapons.
After these tragedies take rampage.” The truth is that it’s a
place, there is always a parade lot more complicated than that.
of the usual suspects that we at Rockstar games may be popu
tempt to assign blame to make lar, but I am willing'to bet that
us feel better: gun owners, the the real influence behind our
NRA, the video game industry, violent culture belongs to the
the film industry, etc. W e have organizations charged with pro
allheard what these groups have tecting us rather than those that
had to say in the past and their seek to entertain us.
A clip from the most recent
talking points haven’t changed.
As the rhetoric intensifies we
see B ackground C hecks ,page 1 0
see people raising their voices

Joshua Cooper
G u e s t W riter
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“W e believe this will be
the year congress finally
gets it done”
- Sen. C h uc k Schumer, D-N.Y.,
one of the m e m b e r s of a bi
partisan group of senators that
formally unveiled their proposal
M o n d a y to drastically overhaul
the nations immigration system.

“To explicitly agree with
the characterization of
the United States as the
‘worlds bully,’I would
suggest is not the con
duct one would expect of
a secretary of defense”
- Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, to sec
retary of defense nominee C h u c k
Hagel about past c o m m e n t s at his
confirmation hearing.

“Our bank balance is
healthy, our economy is
growing, our future is
limitless.”
- Gov. Rick Perry, this past w e ek
in his State of the State address.

“I a m well rehearsed. I
will absolutely be singing
live.”
- Pop artist Beyonce, promising
that there will be no lip-syncing
for her Super Bowl performance
of the Star-Spangled Banner

Requiem fora Dreamliner
of a mixed blessing. As the
longtime leader in commercial
At the crucial moment of jet manufacturing, Boeing has
takeoff, warning lights suddenly demonstrated the ability to rise
illuminate, computer systems to the daunting demands of
catch fire, and a $207 million commercial aviation time after
airplane, a dream finally time in the company's centurygiven form, is ground to a long existence.
The company is no stranger
halt. Welcome to the perils of
aircraft manufacturer Boeing’s to technical difficulties, and
new flagship aircraft, the 787 even such celebrated aircraft as
the 747 and the 777 were not
Dreamliner.
For a large company like without their teething problems.
Boeing, success depends on Even so, Boeing has previously
balancing two very different enjoyed clear superiority over
and sometimes contradictory local rivals. Today, Boeing's
demands: scale and precision. main challenger is the European
A scale which involves the mass Union’s Airbus.
The Dreamliner’s key issue
production of 120-ton airliners
and a precision which permits is its batteries, a new Lithium
airplane
components
only Ion power cell. The batteries are
miniscule deviation from factory intended to be lighter and more
standards. Failure can mean energy efficient. Despite their
delays and loss of confidence intended benefits, the batteries
at best and aviation tragedies are known to overheat and
with hundreds of deaths at catch on fire. Boeing previously
worst. In such an environment stated that they intended to
where public trust is no luxury, manage these essential yet
manufacturers must be ready highly flammable components
to go above and beyond in through computer controls that
would shut the batteries down
adherence to safety standards.
The fact that one of Boeing’s if it appeared that they were
new 787 Dreamliners has been beginning to overheat.
grounded by Japan Airlines
Part of the Dreamliner’s
after an electrical fire is appeal to potential customers
raising questions about those was its high level of automation
multiple
layers
of
standards. The airplane in and
question had not yet carried any computerized safety features.
passengers, making the early For reasons that are not yet
exposure of the fault something entirely clear, itseems that these

Timothy Cook
G u e s t W riter

“W e ’re going to hand
out a bunch of paper so
that everybody will know
exactly what we’re talking
about. But the principles
Alex Bellca
are pretty straightfor
G u e s t W riter
ward.”
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LOSING ALTITUDE— Boeing’s flagship aircraft, the aptlynamed 787 Dreamliner, is seen here on a recent takeoff. The
aircraft continues to experince limited success.
regulators for the batteries are
not functioning properly nor
reliably.
The
Federal
Aviation
Administration (FAA) has begun
its investigation not only into
Boeing itself, but the numerous
foreign suppliers, many of them
Japanese, who make many ofthe
actual components of the plane.
FAA authorities themselves are
being investigated by the U.S.
Senate for approving the use of
lithium ion batteries in the first
place. Until recently, the FAA

actually forbade passengers
from carrying rechargeable
batteries on flights due to the
fire risk. Nonetheless, in 2007,
the FAA granted Boeing a
“special condition” to use the
batteries. Representative Rick
Larsen, senior member of the
House Aviation Subcommittee,
defended this decision by
stating the 787 is the first
carbon composite aircraft and
the administration's policy has
been to move towards greater
SEE

BOEING, P A G E 10

Incentives m a y reframe immigration

- President Barack O b a m a , in his
speech on immigration reform
earlier last week.

“Itwill be hard. But the
time is now. Be bold. Be
courageous. Americans
are counting on you.”
- Former Arizona Rep. Gabrielle
Giffords, at a Senate committee
hearing on gun control.

“Law-abiding gun owners
will not accept blame for
acts of criminals.”

Their timing was impeccable.
O n the same day, Jan. 28, that
a bipartisan group of Senators
announced their proposal for
immigration reform, the student
organization Hope United for
Justice (HUJ) hosted an event
about immigration reform on
campus. The event featured a
keynote speech by Matthew
Stevens, an advocate for the
immigration awareness group
G92 and co-author of the book,
“Welcoming the Stranger: Jus
tice, Compassion and Truth in
the Immigration Debate.” The
keynote was followed by a panel

discussion which consisted of
local immigration experts. {To
see more about the specifics of
HUJ’s event seepage 1)
Stevens’ presentation high
lighted many of the problems
with the nation’s current immi
gration policy. In many coun
tries the only chance of obtain
ing a U.S. green card is a visa
lottery with 1 in 200 chance of
winning.”No matter one’s politi
cal inclinations, it is becoming
increasing clear that some type
of reform is needed. “There are
currently around 12 million ille
gal immigrants in the U.S.,” ac
cording to Stevens.
The panel of local immigra

-National Rifle Association C E O
W a y n e LaPierre, in his testimony
to a Senate committe hearing last
week.

“What I do on the floor
shows m y value. At the
end of the day, I don’t
think m y value on the
floor can really be com
pensated for, anyways,
because of the collective
bargaining agreement.
Ifyou want the truth, if
this was baseball, it’d be
up there, I mean way up
there.”
-Miami forward LeBron James,
on being paid less than he is worth
because of N B A salary cap restric
tions.
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D R A W N BY OPPORTUNITY— Imm i g r a n t s in Ellis Island,
N e w York, circa 1 9 1 1 . Critics of current immigration policy
cite that it is discriminating aginst low i n c o m e applicants.
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citizenship ifthey paid a fine and
any outstanding taxes. The pro
posal would have also reformed
the much maligned guest-work
er visas program to allow for
easier legal immigration and
enhanced border security. Un
fortunately, Senate democrats
(directly before the contentious
2008 election season) scuttled
the plan.
The current bipartisan Sen
ate bill is distinctly similar to
Bush’s 2007 plan. Stevens en
dorsed this new proposal, saying
“It's almost exactly the same as
what I’m proposing.”
Although itwill likelyreceive
less of the media spotlight in
coming weeks, the real issue is
reform of our current visa pro
grams. As highlighted by HUJ’s
panel of speakers, there are not
enough options for legal im
migration and some that exist
are unfair. Student visas, for in
stance, force one spouse to sit
idly while the other is in school.
There are many sectors of the
American economy that rely
on a migrant workforce. When
it is easier for these companies
to hire legal workers through a
streamlined visa program, there
will be much less incentive to
hire undocumented ones. Con
sequently, a reduced number of
availablejobs for undocumented
workers will lessen the appeal of
coming illegally. In the end, it
will be economic incentives, not
fences, that will truly stem the
flow of illegal immigration.

tion experts echoed many of Mr.
Stevens’ thoughts. Juan Alfaro,
from the organization Latin
Americans United for Justice,
said, “Most people are shocked
to find out that for the many ille
gal immigrants currently in the
U.S. there is no way to obtain
legal status. Even returning to
their country of origin and re
applying for entry is often not
possible."
Hope’s own Dr. Ernest Cole,
an immigrant from Sierra Leone,
highlighted the need for changes
in visa programs. He stated that
the issue was the expensive na
ture of most visa programs,
which prohibits many possible
immigrants from taking the cor
rect, legal actions. Additionally,
the student visa that originally
allowed him to come to the U.S.
allowed his family to come with
him but did not allow his wife to
work. “By coming to the U.S., I
effectively destroyed my wife’s
career, [and] sometimes I won
der if it was really worth it,” he
said.
Like many contemporary po
litical issues, blame for our cur
rent immigration policy lies on
both sides of the isle. Although
the Republicans are often
blamed for obstructing immi
gration reform, the truth is that
in 2007 the Bush Administration
proposed a bill that would have
made substantial changes. The
bill would have allowed those
currently in the U.S. a path to
ward a greencard and eventually
A i -ViV.Y Y v . W / .
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Friday
Feb. 1 5
Hope College Theatre
Presents: “bobrauschenbergamerica"
DeWitt Center Main Studio 8 p.m.
(runs Feb. 16. Feb. 20-23 at same
time)

Wind Ensemble Concert
Dimnent Memorial Chapel 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Feb. 1 9
L.A. Theatre Works Presents:
“Pride and Prejudice”
i Knickerbocker Theatre 7:30 p.m.
j (runs through Feb. 20)

In B r i e f
■

...... W

VISITING WRITERS SERIES
FEATURES FIRST EVENT OF
SPRING SEMESTER

On Thursday, the Jack Ridl Vis
iting Writers Series will feature
its first event of the spring se
mester as itwelcomes two writ
ers, Shane Book and Mat John
son to Hope College. They will
be giving a reading at the Knick
erbocker Theatre at 7 p.m. Book
is a poet, whose first book of
poems, 2010’s“Ceiling ofSticks,”
won the Prairie Schooner Book
Prize and the Great Lakes Col
leges Association New Writers
Award. Itwas also chosen to be a
Poetry Society ofAmerica “New
American Poet” selection. His
work has appeared in seventeen
anthologies and over forty-five
magazines. Johnson is the au
thor of the novels “Pym,” “Drop,”
and “Hunting in Harlem” as well
as the nonfiction novella “The
Great Negro Plot” and the comic
books “Incognegro” and “Dark
Rain.” He has won the John
Dos Passes Prize for Literature
as well as the Hurston/Wright
Legacy Award, and his work was
featured as a Barnes & Noble
Discover Great N e w Writers se
lection. The event isfree to both
the Hope community and the
public. A question and answer
session with the writers will take
place in the Fried-Hemenway
Auditorium on the same day at
11 a.m.

Putting on a patchwork quilt play
Guest director Donnie Mather on H o p e College production of “bobrauschenbergamerica”
Maribeth Van Hecke

audience never knows what to
expect from one scene to the
next; there is always some kind
Giving us an inside look of surprise...! think of the play
at Hope
College theatre like a patchwork quilt.
departments
next show,
Ithink what Chuck isdoing is
“bobrauschenbergamerica,” is using this play as a metaphor for
guest director Donnie Mather.
America and instead of looking
“bobrauschenbergamerica," at [it] in a dramatic way, he looks
written by Charles Mee, is a at itin a joyful, comedic way. In
complex work inspired by artist also doing that, he iscelebrating
Bob
Rauschenberg, known [our] diversity.
for creating a crossbetween
Itold the cast this production
sculpture and painting, which is a musical disguised as a play.
he called “combines.” Mee took And it’s a play disguised as
Rauschenbergs aesthetic style sketch comedy.
and put it to playwriting. This
A: N o w that you have started
resulted in many intersecting rehearsals, what is the cast
story lines laced with various dynamic like? H o w have they
dance and music numbers.
reacted?
Mather has been a theatre
DM: I think they have all
instructor
at N ew
York along been very excited about
Univesity, Columbia University, this and entered with a great
and the Atlantic Acting School deal ofcuriosity, in terms,ofhow
and has worked throughout are we going to pull this off... I
Puerto Rico, Colombia, Brazil, think as we [entered] the halfway
Chile, and Germany. He came point [of rehearsal time], they
to Hope in 2009 to perform his [found out] how demanding and
original work “A Show of Force.” difficultthe material is...Theyare
on stage almost the whole time;
The
Anchor:
H ow they provide the set changes. A
lot of the responsibility ison
would
you
describe
them. Ithink that the audience
“bobrauschenbergamerica?”
Donnie Mather: It is a broad will enjoyWatching this group of
comedy. [Ithas a] fast pace, and actors take the stage and create
it’sa rollercoaster ride. There are the world from scene to scene.
A: What are the actors adding
many storylinesand, stylistically,
it changes throughout. So the" to the show?
G u e s t W riter

Donnie Mather

DM: This cast must feel free
enough to say what [we] keep,
what [we] alter. W e have played
with adding additional text and
music to the show...You know
the old saying about weddings?
“Something old, something new,
something borrowed, something
blue." Ihave that in the back of
my head doing this show. But I
would substitute the color red
for blue because itisthe author’s
favorite color and has a
primary role in this play.
A: What should the Hope
and Holland community expect
from this show?
DM: They should come with

an open mind and open heart
and they should expect to be
taken on a thrilling^playful ride.
Audiences do not even have
to know who Bob Rauschenberg
is. It is not a requirement in the
least; this is not one of those
plays where you need to do your
homework before seeing it. All
that is needed is a willingness to
try something new.
“bobrauschenbergamerica”
will be performed on Feb. 1516 as well as on Feb. 20-23 at
8 p.m. in the DeWitt Center
Main Sutdio. Tickets can be
purchased at the ticket office in
DeVos Fieldhouse or online.

Jane Austen fever is in full swing
With the 200th anniversary of “Pride a nd Prejudice," fervor for beloved author’s work still at a high pitch
Leigh C l o u s e

|j|F

After her novel “Pride and
Prejudice” was published in
January 1813, Jane Austen wrote
in a letterto her.sisterCassandra
that “Ihave got my own darling
child from London.” Her “baby,”
which tells the story of the
spirited Elizabeth Bennet and
her rocky relationship with the
imperious aristocrat Mr. Darcy,
was a great success. However,
VIDA GUITAR QUARTETTO the author would likely never
have believed how the book M A Y I HAVE THIS DANCE?- T h e Netherfield ball from
PERFORM ATTHEKNICK
has become a classic, which has J ane A u s t e n ’s “Pride a n d Prejudice” will be recreated d o w n
The well-known VIDA Gui been beloved now by thousands to the last detail in E ngland for a B B C program. T h e s c e n e is
tar Quartet will be heading to upon thousands of readers for depicted a b o v e in the 2 0 0 5 film featuring Keira Knightley.
Hojland, on Feb. 15 for a 7:30 two centuries.
To celebrate the publication College, home to the largest been turned into a Bollywood
p.m. performance at the Knick.
The group brings together four of “Pride and Prejudice” last Austen collection in America, musical, a comic book, a board
guitarists who share a pas week, myriad fans came together opened an exhibition called book for toddlers and a mash-up
sion for chamber music. They to honor Austen’s work. In “Pride and Prejudice: A 200 with zombies, where Elizabeth
are sought-after festival artists Bath, England, the home of Year Affair,” which features rare is depicted as a fierce fighter
throughout the U K and Europe, the Jane Austen Center, a 12- editions of the book plus other against the undead.
Over the course of this year,
and the members have made hour “readathon” of the novel items documenting the novel's
novelists, scholars, biographers
respected contributions to the took place, where it was read reception since itspublication.
“Pride and Prejudice" has left and filmmakers are releasing
music community. They have re by more than 140 celebrities,
corded eight CDs and have per authors, musicians, politicians, itsmark on pop culture over the a deluge of new homages and
formed in over 20 countries. In Olympians and school children. years, and there is no sign of it critical studies to increase the
2011 VIDA made their U.S. de The BBC filmed a 90-minute going away. It is in fact one of fervor for all things Austen.
reconstruction of the book’s the most frequently adapted More than a dozen books about
but in Los Angeles at the L M U
Guitar Festival and in N e w York Netherfield ball scene, which it novels in history. It has been the author will hit bookstore
made into countless parodies, shelves in the coming months.
City at the Baruch Perform will air this spring.
film (including the famous 1995 Several new T V shows and
The
Jane
Austen
Society
has
ing Arts Center. Tickets for the
mini-series featuring Cohn Firth movies are also slated to arrive
begun
a
year-long
celebration.
performance are $10 for regular
admission, $7 for senior citizens The Free Library of Philadelphia and the 2005 movie starring on the small and big screen
and Hope College faculty and hosted a variety of lectures, Keira Knightley), TV, stage and including the independent film
staff, $5 for children 18 and un film screenings and “pop web adaptations including the “Austenland,” which premiered
der and free for Hope students. up” theatrical performances currentlypopular “Lizzie Bennet at the Sundance Film Festival
Tickets are available at the ticket of scenes from the book. In Diaries," which is a modern-day this year. The movie centers on
addition, Baltimore's Goucher video blog ofthe story. Ithas also a lonely thirty-something Jane
office at DeVos Fieldhouse.

Austen fan, w h o travels to an
Austen theme
and falls in
love with one ofthe actors hired
to work there.
The continuing popularity
of Austen’s works show that
she is here to stay. Many fans
contribute her longevity to her
books’ dealing with universal
themes that resonate with
readers, including love, money,
power and status. She combines
social criticism with storybook
endings, making her novels
appealing on multiple different
levels.
Austen’s die-hard fans call
themselves “Janeites,” a term
that was coined by British writer
and critic George Sainstbury in
the 1894 introduction of “Pride
and Prejudice,” for even then
people were boasting about
reading her novels hundreds of
times. In World War I, doctors
even prescribed her novels to
shell-shocked soldiers.
Today’s
Janeites
feed
their love of Austen through
conferences, complete with
costumes that suit the time
period and balls. Some even
make pilgrimages to locations
where Austen lived.
While some think that the
deluge of all things Austen
will begin to bore the public,
Paula Byrne, the author of a
forthcoming biography on the
novelist, disagrees on that score.
“Eve wondered ifthere willbe
Austen fatigue," she says, “[but] I
see no sign of it.”

T he A nchor

O n e liberal arts education !
T A Y L O R FRYE (14)
Communication Major,
Business Management Minor K ,:

C h e c k out*
variety of ef
within #
majors arif

B E C C A H A W K I N S (13) |g|
I Art Education Major

ST f r e q u e n t e d b u i l b i n g
tha Miller iswhere Iloop to frequently in m y major circuit,
and the 2nd floor iswhere you'll find thj?most Cdmmujicatiom;
courses. Something gr|at aboutMar^a is,diatyou’re always
surrounded by the artifacts

INTERESTING CLASS
Independent Study Projects was another view-changing art
class. Iwas able to work on an independent project of my
choosing, and work along side my classmates towards a suc
cessful, completed body ofwork. The way Professor Heidi
Kraus led the class made itopen and inviting, and a class
about the mind of the artist, not just the hand of the artist.
M O S T FREQUENTED BUILDING
Depree iswhere I spent the majority of my days. The art
building isunique because each discipline has it’s own spe
cificroom or studio — The Ceramic wheels are separate from
the Design Mac lab separate from the semi-scary Sculpture
tools.

y ’studlntsj

found myself fascinated with Mope’s marital culture.
)b. ■
- 4
O N E THING YOITLL TAKE A W A Y , .
Stronger communication skills. Being able to make people feel
|hstened'td and appreciated'is something you should be able to | >
do in everyjorkplace, ImatalkerLso it’siiice to have some
thing meaningfufto say as compared to my usual spouting of
nonsensical whimsy.
^
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C A R S T E N FORRESTER (16)
Music Major
M O S T FREQUENTED BUILDING
Itis amazing how many people don’trealize we have a dedicated
music libraryin Nykerk with an extensive collection of music
and music pubhcations.
OUTSIDE T H E C L A S S R O O M
What Ido in my Jazz Combo isin many respects the product of
all my other classes and applied lessons and practice put to
gether. While there issome instruction from our professor, we
mostly choose, arrange and practice the music of our own initia
tive.M y progress as a musician ismost noticeably feltthere.
W H E R E Y O U R M A J O R M I G H T TAKE Y O U
Istillwant to be a Rock Star. In allseriousness though, Iloved
music too much to not even try making a career out of it,
whether itbe as a performer or as a church music director or as
a teacher.
INTERESTING CLASS
Aural Skillswith Prof. Wolfe isdefinitelyone of my favorite
classes. Luckily I stillhave two more semesters of that to look
forward to. Ireally can’tthink ofany other classwhere you can
sing a bass part to “wubwubwub” and have itbe directly part of
the in classwork.

OUTSDIE T HE C L A S S R O O M
Ihad an Art Restoration internship through the Holland M u 
seum, a Community Arts & Screenprinting internship with
Ambrose, took a field trip the the Vera Bradley headquarters,
studied Art History inAustria, and was funded to attend the
Michigan Art Education Association conference in Traverse
City.
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O N E THING YOU'LL TAKE A W A Y
Iwould say my major isa humbling one. Every Art major and
every Art professor has a different kind of art and different
reasons why they do art and different skilllevels or expertise.
Learning from my peers through critiques and class discus
sions has been huge in my major and has been very humbling.

INTERVEE'
JACLYN BRETT & T
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ALLISON SCALZITTI (13) H
Religion Major

W H Y C H O O S E THIS M A J O R
Idecided to become a Religion Major isTecppse lhad no
other huge passion besides studying God. Ibelieve that it
will lead me to ultimate truth and innerjoy.Ithought this
major would draw me closer to God and Lis truth, and as a
result lead me to the vocations that He will call me to do.

!

CLASS STRUCTURE
m
i 4 do thi? because the classes are not|,big.
INTERESTING CLASS
Iam currently in t\vo classes that Ireallylike called History
ofChristianity and Christian Love. Im
Ibve my History <31.
of
Christianit! p*$fintegratesthe Bible i
r the histofydf the
into
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KYLIE CLARK(T3)
Exercise Science Major
M O S T FREQUENTED B
What Ilike about DeVos is
be used for more than just
with sport. Many times d
facilitiessuch as the we
concepts that

M E G H A N S T A G E (14)
Music and Spanish Major

XpMX

OUTSIDE T H E
ExerciseScience
are required to have an interhship
and I shadowed physic; ltherapists in central Indiana this past :
summer. Thi'sinte
p demonstrated to me that Icould use.- .{
this major as a launching pad for myTventual career goal of
becoming a physical'therapist.
jPSK;
.
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O N E THING Y O U ’LL TAKE AWAY;
Ope attitude that isextremely important in the field of Ki-m ,
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tto light through
)
•ugh to admit that

INTERESTING CLASS
For my Concert Attendance class, everyone had to help
usher at least One concert. M y freshman year, Iended up
ushering the Jazz Voice Recital by chance. Jazz was never
something Ihad thought of trying previously. But after that
concert, Iimmediately signed up forjazz voice lessons for
my sophomore year,'which has since opened up a lot of dif
ferent doors.

O N E THING Y O U ’LL TAKE A W A Y
Music: Nobody's perfect. You aren’talways going to have
great performances, and even in those great performances
you may not hit every note. But you can’tdwell on it.
Spanish: It’s important to connect with other people of dif
ferent cultures.

Tife ,. . •J L ,

N I C O L E JAHLAS (16)
s Intended English Major;
Business Minor

W H Y C H O O S E THIS MAJd
Iremember in firstgrade alw> ,
class. I love how books transf-.,,;
have certain emotions fora cV:T
make me think about lifeiny ,
INTERESTING CLASS
In one class I read
women weren't able t
t gave r
in the book that
Itisdefinitelya good r
lifetoday differently.
OUTSIDE T HE CLASSROO(
Well Iam really looking fom .
itwould be a really good e xp^
History lived there itwould fc..
the pond rather than in

m

many toppings to choose
ijthe sweet
Experiences
ilifferent
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N O E L L E H A N N A Y (’16)
Dance Performance and
Choreography Major
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A N G I E K U R T Z (14)
Theatre Major

INTERESTING CLASS
Itook a course titled “Movement Fundamentals”taught by An- ’|
gela Yetzke. Ilearned many different things through this course,

d E t s r ; ' s s - " " 11°“ 1? d'“ "‘■"d*b“ '
W H Y C H O O S E THIS M A J O R
Ihave always known that Iwanted to go into a career in dance.
There isnothing better than the thrill 1get from performing.
Although a dance career has many challenges, itiswell worth
the physical and mental aches and pains suffered. Nothing tops
the feeling ofexpressmgmyseifthrough dance, I know that this
istruly what I’m meant to do.
M E M O R A B L E EXPERIENCE
An activity in Movement Fundamentals that Ireallyenjoyed was
when each member of the class got the opportunity to act as
the teacher. W e divided into groups and taught different dance
combinations, sharing things that we had learned through our
‘movements, This activitygave me a taste ofteaching dance, and
through itIlearned valuable skillsfor my future career.

W S BY
DANIPUMFREY
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STEVE C O U R T A D E (13)
Political Science and
History Major

**
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M E M O R A B L E EXPERIENCES
^
For Public Policy and Administration we got to work with the
homeless in the area trying to serve what they callthe gap popu
lation where some people don’tget fed or statefunding when'they
should it’s,because they fallinside of said gap. W e were working
on policy recommendations for the Holland Rescue Missions. As
a class, we got a paper published about how we can properly serve
the population.
For m y Poly Sci Senior Capstone: Iworked with the City
Manager of Holland to look into the Social Contract Theory so he
could get a better idea ofWhere Holland satwith the new resident
integration.

W H Y C H O O S E THIS M A JOR
I’ve always been drawn toward the arts, be itperformance
or visual. Theatre isa place where Ican apply my talents in
both, on or offthe stage.
CLASS STRUCTURE
There isn’treally a “typical”class in the Theatre department.
Acting, for example, could entail anything from yoga to
impersonating a rabid wolf.
INTERESTING CLASS
M y favorite class thus far has probably been Acting III,
which revolves around Shakespearean and Greek plays.

RUSSELL FYFE (13)
Computer Science Major

1

INTERESTING CLASS
Iwas required to take Encounter with Cultures with professor
Wayne Brouwer. The way Professor Brouwer ran the class put
me in the shoes ofallthese different cultures and completely
changed how Iinteract with allpeople.
One class that Iwill never forget from my computer sci
ence major was Software Design and Implementation. Iinitially
took this course in hopes that Iwould be able to create apps to
benefit me in the classroom. Though as Ikept going through
the course I really good and itwas a lot of fun... like a lot of fun.
Talcing the ideas in my mind and bringing them to lifeon a com
puter screen really got me hooked and Ihave been ever since.

OUTSIDE THE C L A S S R O O M
Icould program and thought of a website idea to bring students
together to sell textbooks. This brought me to do HEI’s idea
pitch competition where Iwon 500 dollars and got an internship
this summer toWork on my idea.

v;S.v.

INTERESTING CLASS
Iliked International Organizations and Systems, the class that
does Model UN. The conference isreallycool to teach the high
school students who come in about the UN, and showing diem
something I’m interested in.
O N E THING Y O U ’LL TAKE A W A Y
Politics are allaround you, and I’ve gained the ability to under
stand the who the what and the why ofdifferent interactions
between myself and each level ofgovernment, both foreign and
domestic.

O N E THING Y O U ’LL TAKE A W A Y
Ihave learned how to ask for help. When Iwas a freshman do
ing engineering Iwould ask for help often from anyone Icould
get help from. Computer Science taught me that Ishould spend
a great chunk of my time figuring out the answer to my ques
tion rather than finding a person with the answer. Ilearn more
because of it.Professor Cusack once said, “You often learn more
finding the answer to a question rather than learning about the
question itself.”

CHRISTINA SAROSIEK (13)
Physics and Dance Major

M
ays enjoying the part of the day when the teacher would read to the
oortme to another world, and also how the words could make me
haracter even ifthey aren’t a real person. Books were also able to
yays Inever thought before reading the book.

OUTSIDE T H E C L A S S R O O M
Ihave been given the opportunity to start researching in the Nuclear group. This isan incredible
experience that will make me very, very valuable to grad schools and to future employers. And, to
do itas a freshman isalmost unheard of in the physics world. Hope's physics department isone of
a kind in that itpushes us to jump in as early as possible into doing research and getting involved
in allsorts ofphysics programs.

.:
,d’s Tale”by Margaret Atwood. Itisa dystopic story about how some
,;hildren so they had in a way “Surrogates” There are so many things
, ers because there are always those kinds of possibilities in the future.
■idIdefinitelythought about some things that go one in our modern

W H Y C H O O S E THIS M A JOR
Physics: When Ivisited Hope for the firsttime in high school as a prospective student was when I
officiallydecided on physics. Imet with a professor from each program and Iwas simply en
thralled with the physics side. It’s a much smaller program so we are able to get reallyclose to our
professors and receive more opportunities that come with small programs, such as research. Plus,
we have some really cool equipment that we get to work with, such as the particle accelerator.

,;ardto possibly going abroad to England my Junior year. Ireally think
serience in learning their culture. Since a lot of our famous authors in
. a perfect opportunity in seeing their impact on the culture across

Dance: Ihave been dancing for what seems like forever, so itwas an obvious choice to keep danc
ing. When itcame to choosing which dance program, Hope has a ‘Dual-major’program which
makes itrelativelyeasy to double major in dance and another completely unrelated field and still
get out in four years.

Living justice

T h a t ’s the w a y it is
Elena Rivera
Co-Editor in Chief

W h e r e is the life w e
have lost in living?
I’m
currently in Senior
Seminar with the honorable
Trygve S.Johnson (Ihave no idea
ifthat’s his middle initial, but it
seems like itfits, right?) and our
class has been talking for a while
now about the cost of living in
our day and age. He introduced
us to a profound poem by T.S.
Eliot entitled “Choruses From
The Rock,” which contains the
following statement: “Where is
the lifewe have lost in living?"
I’ve been thinking a lot about
where the lifethat islostin living
goes in these past three weeks.
I’m in the midst of m y last
semester at Hope, and I keep
wondering where all the time
has gone.
If I take an honest look at
my life in college I would say
that much of m y time has been
spent agonizing over grades that
in the end were pretty okay, or
working on papers too late into
the night because I didn't learn
time management skills fast
enough, or stressing about fights
with friends thatwe’ve both long
forgotten.
Sometimes I feel like my
college life is divided between
The Things That Matter and

The Busy Work. The Busy Work
often includes classes, papers
and exams, while The Things
That Matter are the midnight
snowball fights and the heartto-hearts. I feel like I’ve been
spending too much time on my
academic education and not
enough time on my personal
education.
This isn’t to say that you
shouldn't study, or shouldn’t go
to class, or anything like that.
Please do that. What I mean is
that it shouldn’t become the
main focus of your life where
everything else, personal or
otherwise, issacrificed in sake of
your studies.
This semester, especially,
with a course load that required
me to buy 23 books, I feel like
I’m constantly rushing but
never really going anywhere
important: going to and fro
from buildings to classrooms
to laptops to books to buildings
again. It's an empty and sad life.
It'sa lifethat somehow I'vefallen
into over the past three weeks.
But after a stressed out
Tuesday last week. I'm resolved
to change this. I’m taking more

time for myself: to do the things
I like to do. Emails can wait a
couple of hours. I can go to bed
earlier, wake up earlier, and feel
more refreshed for the day. I
can say no and yes and feel no
guilt over my choices. Ican read
books for fun, not just for class.
I can laugh with friends with no
looming pressure of deadlines
or assignments. Ican be present
in the moment instead of
constantly looking ahead.
The other day I was
reminiscing with a friend about
freshman year, and despite all
the awkward outfits and sixteenday relationships, within us all
there was a sense of the joy of
learning. The newness of Hope
and college life made every day
invigorating and exciting. There
was always some new restaurant
to visit or a new professor to get
to know or a new all-boy dorm
to wander around until someone
kicked us out.
Learning was everywhere:
not just in our classrooms but
on the floors of our dorms* in
our hall bathroom sing-along
parties, in our conversations in
the dining hall. I think for me,
that'swhat I’ve been missing this
year. I’ve lost sight of the wonder
of being here, in this place with
allof my friends and professors.
Now, slowly, I’m beginning to
change that. I’m off to recapture
the lifewe’ve lost in living, bit by
bit this semester. I hope you’ll
join me.

C a pt ai n’s log
Liz Badovinac

W h y “faith” fails to justify
“Faith" is something that
Christians like to talk about. It
is the basis of their culture in
fact.
I can't tell you how many
times I’ve heard “I know God
exists because I have faith” or
“I know the Church is a holy
institution because I have faith"
or “Don’t search for logical
answers, just have faith."
Great. I’m allfor faith. And if
you want to use that as a basis
foryour religion, Isay go for it.
But is faith the reason
many Christians disapprove of
abortion and contraception? Is
faith the reason that women
can’tgetordained in the Catholic
Church? Is faith the reason
Hope College hasn’t changed
its policies to accommodate
homosexuals?
And just where does this
type of “faith,” this emotion that
justifies pro-life and rejection of
contraception, that justifies the
neglect of women and prejudice
toward homosexuals, come

Copy Editor

from? Does it come from your
soul? Does it come straight
from God? The answer to these
questions, Ithink, isno.
Christian faith doesn’t come
But think about this: this
from any such direct interaction
with God.
It comes from “Christian faith” has been
institutions like the Bible and founded on man-made works
the Church. Sure, the Bible may like the Bible and male religious
have been divinely-inspired, but authorities.
And what exactly happens
everyone agrees that humans
(actually, men) wrote it. The -when you primarily have men
Church may have been a gift making the rules? W o m e n and
from God, but humans (actually, minorities get left out.
again, men) built it.
Men might end up with some
And what happens when men offspring that they don’t want
create things? They insert their or don’t know about, but the
biases and prejudices into their truth is that they do not have
to deal with the consequences
work.
Itsaddens me to think that so of illegal abortions. Men can
many Christians take the Bible still abandon their girlfriends or
and Church on face value, using wives, whether or not abortion
those resources to justify blindly is legal. It is the women, not
agreeing with religious leaders the men, who have to deal with
on controversial matters. For the child that they are thereby
instance, many Christians are forced to fully support, despite
against abortion because the the law in any case.
“Christian faith” says that killing
The point is, “Christian faith”
unborn children is sinful.
as it stands is, in all actuality,
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N e w kids on the block
I made a new friend this
semester. I'm in my sixth
semester at Hope, so it would by “the foreigner, the fatherless
have been easy for me to stick and the widow."
with the friends I already have
If you're still not convinced
and to focus on my studying and that God wants us to welcome
the things I’m already involved the stranger, may ! ■remind
in. Instead, I reached out and you that Christ was not of this
welcomed a girl who had just world? In the same'passage that
transferred here.
Jesus says, “whatever you did for
As Iwas hanging out with her one ofthe least of these brothers
last week and simultaneously and sisters of mine, you did for
planning for a speaker to me,” he says, “For I was hungry
talk on Hope’s campus about and you gave me something to
immigration, I noticed some eat, I was thirsty and you gave
connections.
me something to drink, I was a
This talk, which will have stranger and you invited m e in”
already happened by the (Matthew 25:35). In our society,
time this goes to print, will the immigrants truly are the
discuss how Christians should least of these.
respond to the current topic
All through
elementary
of immigration. Whether we school, our teachers taught us
are Democrat, Republican, or to be nice and to welcome the
Independent, itisimportant that new kids. But have we forgotten
we allstep back and see what the about the “new kids" once we’ve
Bible says about immigration left school? The new kids are
and welcoming the stranger.
now the newly arrived in our
It may seem surprising at neighborhoods, towns and
first, but the Hebrew word for workplaces.
‘immigrant’ is actually used in
According to the Billy
the Old Testament of the Bible Graham Center, less than one
92 times. This makes sense when in ten immigrants will ever be
we realize that the Hebrews welcomed into the home of an
were a stateless people for a American. If Christ came as an
long time following their exodus immigrant today, would he be
from Egypt.
welcomed in our homes?
In Deuteronomy 10:18, we
Whether our political views
learn that God “defends the are to increase or decrease
cause of the fatherless and the immigration,
we
should
widow, and loves the foreigner remember the hardships that
residing among you, giving immigrants go through to come
them food and clothing.” to the U.S. and welcome them as
Furthermore, he put in place we would welcome Christ into
laws protecting them, as in our homes.
Deuteronomy 24:19-21, which
To learn more about a
instructs the harvesters to leave Christian
perspective
on
some of their crop to be gleaned immigration visitg92.org.
nothing more than an institution
set up by men who are quick to
pass judgment on women and
homosexuals because by doing
so, they are not significantly
changing the quality of their
lives. Their liveswill be virtually
the same if women can’t have
abortions, or ifgay couples can't
get married.
And to stay consistent
with their Bible-writing male
predecessors, why shouldn’tmen
go with what the Bible says on
these matters, unquestioningly?
W h y shouldn’t they just accept
the accepted authority of
the Christian faith and stay
consistent with the Church?
If you are a Christian with
“Christian faith," you virtually
condone
these
behaviors
without even knowing it. The
fallacy of “faith,” taught to

Christians from the time that
they are born and on into
adulthood, makes Christians
more likely to conform to
the religious administration’s
decrees
against
abortion,
contraception, homosexuality,
and a plethora of other issues.
In sum: don’t tell me you are
opposed to abortion or any other
issue because of your “Christian
faith," because that isnnothing
more than code fbr the powerful
majority’s inclinations and ideas.
When you claim to have
“Christian faith,” you are
telling me that you are, in fact,
following not God, but mortal
men who continue to set biased,
impossible
standards
that
fail to consider the rest of the
population.
Liz welcomes you to examine
yourfaith by writing to us.
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Down the rabbit hole
In defense of creativity: creative writing as a defense
W h y does creativity need
defending, you ask. From what
does it need to be defended?
And from what does itdefend?
In the most general sense, it
doesn’t. Vague slogans such as
“keep an open mind” and “use
your imagination,” encourage
you to be creative. You must be
inventive ifyou’re going to finish
all that homework and wake up
on Monday morning. You must
cleverly create yourself into
someone interesting enough to
catch an employer’s attention
(sky diving license, anyone?). But
in the practical sense, creation is
shunned.
Excluding the ones who make
itbig, artists have ithard, as they
must sacrifice all their time, put
in all their energy, and not have
much to show for it (on the
outside). H o w can we expect
creativity to be done well if we
don’t respect the people who
dedicate their lives to doing it?
H o w can we require creativity,
yet ignore its importance in all
aspects of life?
In short, our society is set
up in a way that doesn’t value
creativity as deeply as itshould,
and our quality of life is lacking
because of it. I see serious
boredom, lethargy, and apathy
allaround me. Noses buried into
computers and cell phones, lives

consumed by two-dimensional
screens. W e talk from our
minds, forgetting that we reside
in our bodies. W e forget that our
minds are tools to express what
our bodies experience primarily
through the five senses.
However, in addition to the
deadness, I’d be blind not to
notice and praise the liveliness
spillingfrom m y friends: Claudia
the craft queen, Katy knitting
gifts, Chelsea transforming old
sweatshirts with her stitches,
and the boys on 14thwho choose
their music over homework.
Taking the time to create
what they love feeds their souls
and makes them so cool in the
process. It makes them stand
out, because many ofus have lost
the art of self-expression. W e
need to remember that art isour
nature, not just our spare-time
hobby. W e were each formed to
make, create, and appreciate.
Studying creative writing
here at Hope has opened my
eyes to this truth. M y professors
have coached me and have given
me advice that will continue to
benefit me for the rest of my life,
as long as I continue to follow
it. The classes have been worth
the tuition money (note to self:
remember this statement years
down the road when repaying
the loans) because they showed

Despite all o d d s
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G r o w n up?

Daisy Hernandez
Columnist

I’m not sure if the kids at
my church understand that I
am technically an adult and not
just a larger version of a kid. It
doesn't matter, I guess. I like
pretending. Illhumor them, like
they humor grown-ups, like I
humor grown-ups, too.
“You’re
under
arrest,"
Transformers t-shirt, age 5,
tellsme. He wraps my hairband
around my wristslikehandcuffs.
“Why?" Iask.
‘You gotta come with me,"
he says. With all his authority,
he takes me to the small scale
replica of Noah’
s ark which
doubles as a prison cell and
library.
‘You stay here and don’t
come out."
‘I demand my lawyer." I
pound at the imaginary bars.
Pretending is a serious act. You
gottaplay by therules.
This is die playground. The
place where life is lived* where
scenes are built, where stories
are created. Here is the kitchen
where Tony the Tiger t-shirt,
age 4, brews invisiblecoffee and

pours out an empty cup (“Be
careful It'shot") for me to sip
with a satisfactory,“AhhT at the
end.
“What are you doing outside
your cell?" asks Transformers,
pulling me off a teeny yellow
chair. He looks Tony the Tiger
in the eye and says, “She’s gotta
go tojail."
They arelittleactorsina selfdirected drama.
‘What does it take to be a
grown-up?" 1 ask you in the
internationallounge on a Friday.
I’m humoring you. Perhaps 1
thinkI’m wiser older.Tm wrong
on both counts, ofcourse.
You say, "You gotta know
how tohandle kids."
‘You gotta know how to
change a tire,”Ioffer.‘Do you?"
‘Yeah, of course,” you say,
‘You gotta exercise and eat and
sleep right.”
I nod. ‘You gotta... manage
your finances."

me that writing promotes a
more attentive and spiritual life.
As an art form, writing
is a defense against severe
heartbreak and disillusionment.
That being said, creative writing
is the opposite of angsty diary
entries. Itistherapeutic, but only
because it requires an objective
stance or a new perspective in
order to transform a crappy
situation into something true
and beautiful. Unlike journal
rants, creative works are written
to be read.
It is self-expression that
directly communicates with
others. Think about it: stories
are accessible to all who have
eyes to read or ears to listen,
jesus spoke in stories for God’s
sake! (But really.) Humans have
passed stories down over time
because they address two basic
needs for connection: with the
self (spirit) and with others
(communion).
Creative writing allows others
to relate. I’ve seen this in my
own life,but I've also seen itfirst
hand in the lives of others who
have more important things to
say.
Last spring in Buenos Aires,
I volunteered with Las Madres
de Plaza de Mayo LF, the
world renowned human rights
organization that protested the

This doesn't sound as much
fun as my nights in the nursery.,
I think about our conversation
much deeper into the night.
I suppose after a brief three
months. 111 have to act in my
own little drama called. “Life,
afterHope.”
Pretendingworks forthe kids I
at the nursery. Through story
telling,theylearnhow to playby 1
the rules, how the "real" world,
works. Can’tIdo the same?
My roommate wakes me up
too early the next morning to
go sledding but,aftera couple of •
runs, my adrenaline ispumping.
I spin a couple times down the
hill. I think, this ought to be on
thechecklist.Ifalloverand climb
back up the hill.That’s when we 1
bump into each other, and Isay,,
"In order to be a grown-up, you
gotta know when to be a kid.”
So humor the grown-ups,
humor the kids, go ahead and
humor yourself thinking you’re
a grown-up. But know this;God
is not done yet. Let him teach i
you about his world through
everything; snow, stories, and1
coffee mugs. In the time frame (
of eternity, we are all stillcrazy
kids pretending to have it all{
together.

30,000 forced disappearances
during La Junta Militar. Many
of the desaparecidos were these
mothers’ children. Las Madres
helped to spread the word of
the terrible misdeeds of the
dictatorship, both before and
after itended.
Today, they work to be a
testament to the truth, as well as
to complete the dreams of their
children: to appease poverty and
to serve others in solidarity.
Through all their historical
work, poetry has played an
active role. It allowed the
mothers to cope, and it still
allows us to empathize with the
art they created and dedicated
to their beloved deceased.
Personally, my mind can’t
comprehend
the
situation
even when I read it plainly in
my textbook. That’s because
plain language can't capture
the magnitude: 30,000 lives
stolen, brutal torture, and the
devastation of family members
murdered by the nation. It’s too
complicated and numbers don’t
cut it.
Poetry, however, can put it
into perspective by preserving
the personal. After reading an
anthology of poems written
by Las Madres, I can better
understand the endless love
of a mother. The poems are

heightened by the history, but
they hit home because they
are creatively well-written.
Don’t just take my word for it;
see for yourself in the poem
below. I translated “Aqui Estoy”,
a poem by Brizuela on her son’s
disappearance, shown through a
memory of him climbing trees
in the yard.
Here I am
In front of my house there are
four trees. Every morning
I think of them- itwakes me
the cry of the birds that start
the day between the branches.
Pruned and meticulous they
shade the front of the privet
shrubs.
Reminds me
of other times when there
were kids in my house and
they would climb,
overjoyed to play. Even now
I hear
their screams: my son
removed his head through the
top of the tree
and called to us, as do the
birds at daybreak. Here I am!
With birds, not kids
Iwake, stirred
in the shadow oftheir voices.

our voice.
What do we want in a Hope College President? It’s
something we’ve been discussing in our office for a
couple of weeks now. W e as students are disappoint
ed that the presidential search has been kept under
wraps and that we as a student body do not get to
voice our opinions and concerns about hiring a new
president. She or he leads our campus, and we’d like
a say. Here are some of the things we’d like in a Hope
College President:
-Act, not just talk
- Be honest and transparent
- Value diversity of thought
- Genuinely care about students, and be visible
- Accepting of differences
- Encourage students to grow as people, in their faith
and in their academic life
- A w o m a n or a person of color as the new President
- Engaging, charismatic
- Have significant world experience (not just be from
West Michigan)
- Courageous and not silent in the face of controver
sial debates
- Bring Hope into the 21st century

What do you want in a Hope College President?
Email us at anchor@hope.edu!

O u r Mission: The Anchor strives to communicate c a m p u s events throughout
H o p e College and the Holland community. W e hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism and a vibrapt Voices section.

tacks or other editorial considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will b e taken. N o a n o n y m o u s letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 0 0 words.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort a nd is funded through
the H o p e College Student Activities Fund. The opinions expressed on the
Voices page are solely those of the author and d o not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $44. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Mail letters to The Anchor c/o H o p e College, drop t h e m off at the A n 
chor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
anchor@hope.edu by S un da y at 5 p.m. to appear in Wednesday's issue.

Letter Guidelines: The Anchor w e l co me s all letters. The staff re
serves the right to edit d ue to space constraints, personal at

The Anchorw\\ m a k e continuous efforts to avoid wrong insertions, omissions
and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper-

Advertising Policies: All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, stan
dards,'terms a nd policies stated in The Anchor's advertisement brochure.

m a y cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher's reason
able judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
A d v e r t i s e m e n t Deadlines: All ad a nd classified requests must.be submitted
by 5 p.m. Sunday, prior to W e d n e s d a y distribution.
C o n t a c t Information: To submit an.ad or a classified, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our office, call our office at (616) 395-7877.
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Dreamliner’s flaws pertain to History of sexuality a n d H o p e policies: ’0 0 - ?0 6
battery failure, excessive scale
the issue of homosexuality, with do want to see a good outcome."
♦ SEXUALITY, from page 1

♦ BOEING, from page 4

energy efficiency.
Critics have pointed out that
other interests may have been
at play. One of 787’s factories is
located in Everett .Washington,
in the same congressional
district represented by
Congressman Larsen. The
factory isalso the district's
largest employer. Even as blame
for the 787’s shortcomings
shifts around, Boeing’s
engineers are struggling to

find a solution to the problem
short of replacing the batteries
entirely. Donald Sadoway, a
professor at MIT, has suggested
sensors be incorporated directly
into the battery's casing, in
addition to improvements in
ventilation that would diffuse
excess heat. Unfortunately,
itseems that the testing and
installation of new battery units
might delay the introduction of
the 787 until 2014.

Violence represents larger,
pervasive cultural pathologies
♦ B A C K G R O U N D CHECKS,
from page 3

Quentin Tarantino film may
be enough to make a few parents
cringe and worry iftheir kids are
going to see that “trash”, but I
can guarantee it’s nothing com
pared to the aftermath of an ex
plosion that killed five people in
Pakistan, including two children
in 2006. W e ought to seek to

run background checks on peo
ple before they purchase guns,
we ought to keep them out of
the hands of people with mental
illness, and we ought to prevent
people from carrying out shoot
ing sprees. But ifthe example we
set is using unmanned aircrafts
to target persons of interest in
crowded areas, who are we to
talk?
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environment on campus,”
said Herrick. That is where the
task force stepped in: they did
various interviews with faculty,
students and staff, both those
who were homosexual and those
who were not. He found the
majority of people just wanted
to share their experience on
campus, and faculty talked
about homosexuality in almost
all divisions of Hope College
academics.
“To me, [conducting the
interviews] dispelledsome ofthe
rumors that no one wanted to
speak up,” said Herrick. Almost
all of the participants in the
task force’s interviews wanted
their names to be attached to
their comments, and hoped
that through their honesty
their voices could be heard by
administrative personnel. The
report was given to Bultman
sometime in April, and along
with
the
aforementioned
interviews the report also
included data on Hope College
students' sexual behavior.
Herrick said thathe was “very
impressed with how cooperative
everyone
was,
especially
because [the task force] came
out of some tension” and felt
like there was “peace about the
issues because it seemed [with
the task force’s report] like there
was forward momentum.”
A press release on April 19,
2002, summarized some of the
larger findings of the task force
report. “The task force strongly
believes that for the campus to
effectively enter into dialogue
about homosexuality, it must
address wider issues of sexuality
on the Hope College campus,”
the press release notes of the
report. “In part, this conviction
stems from its perception that

all of its intensity, has obscured
the moral issues confronting
heterosexuals on campus."
In the end, the reportfrom the
task force stressed conversation
and openness when discussing
issues of sexuality. “The
voices of all members of our
community are welcomed in our
conversations, even when we do
not agree with each other,” the
report stated.
The need for more facilitated
dialogue on campus about all
aspects of sexuality led to the
formation of the Programming
Committee
on
Issues of
Sexuality (PCIS), which would
host events and discussion
groups on campus that would
be “well informed, wideranging and both intellectually
and morally challenging,” and
encompass “a true balance of
voices, across the ideological
and religious spectrum at Hope
College," stated the report.
President Bultman appointed
Dr. Herrick as chairperson ofthe
PCIS, afterhis success in leading
the task force. Herrick said of
the PCIS: “W e were charged
not just with programming but
also reviewing proposals from
other groups. [The PCIS] acted
as a sounding board for those
groups. W e just went out of
our way to get the most people
involved as possible.”
Herrick stated that they had
no money, no budget, and no
power, but despite that still
helped to heal the campus
from the events of 1999 and
2001. “In some respects the
campus is better at dealing with
controversy than it appears
sometimes,” Herrick said, “but
you have to create the right
conditions and give people the
benefit of the doubt, maybe
provide a forum. People really

Herrick said some of the
keys ofwhy the PCIS worked so
well when he was in charge was
keeping the proceedings as open
and transparent as possible, and
not limiting participation. He
talked about some of the huge
turnouts for PCIS-sponsored
events, like one panel discussion
on the Biblical view of sexuality,
which was attended by over 300
people.
The problem was this large
turnout didn’t last. He thinks
that when the controversy
dwindled and the Hope College
students who had experienced
those events in the 90s and early
2000s graduated, the people
stopped coming to the events
because they either did not
know or did not care. Herrick
then continued on as PCIS chair
until 2006. “I did this for six
years, [and] it was time to turn
it over to somebody else. [It’s]
never been something Ihad any
expertise in,” he said.
When asked to reflect about
the state of Hope College now
on issues of sexuality, Herrick
said “it seems really quiet.” The
goodwill that the task force and
the PCIS had accrued over their
many years of interviewing and
hosting panels seems to have
dissipated on the campus in the
past couple of years, perhaps
because the current students are
so far removed from the events
that happened earlier in Hope’s
history. While the PCIS isstillin
operation, chaired by Religion
Professor Dr. Mark Husbands,
time and distance from the
events in the early 90s and 2000s
have decreased the visibility of
this group on campus.

Next Week: Part Three - The
Programming Committee now

Is H o p e ’s radio station too indie? Bridging the gap
in understanding
page
♦ W T H S , from

1

definitely have our doors open
forstudents who have an interest
in talk shows, because the other
goal at W T H S is to have good
opportunities for the students,
to gain valuable experience
where their interests are.”
The reasons why students
do not listen to W T H S can
be sorted into a two main
categories: they do not listen
to the radio, or they do not like
independent music.
“It might just be that radio
stations are kind of going
out of style,” said Stephanie
Emanuele (T5), “I don’t feel like
people listen to the radio much
anymore...most people listen
to Spotify or iTunes now.” If
this is the only thing preventing
someone from listening to
WTHS, they should know that
anyone with a valid Hope ID
can stream W T H S from any
location in the United States at
the station’s website.
Some students may be
surprised to learn that there are
actually many genres included

+ M E N D I N G , from p a g e 2
under the umbrella of indie
many can onlysee theviolence
music. “There’s the typical
garage rock type,” said Dodson, that has wreaked havoc in
“There’s also the entirely certain parts of the Arab world.
“A lot of these countries
electronic side of indie. Itcan go
‘into bumpin' dance moves. And are very new and did not gain
there’s also the type of folksy independence until the 1970s.
They are still in the process of
singer-songwriter too."
Still, it appears there is trying to figure out how the
still a line between those who democratic process would work.
regularly listen to the radio and Not thatit’san excuse, but itdoes
play a very large role,” Serio said.
those who do not.
He adds, “Of course there's
“I like the radio station,” said
Ariel Vincent (’15), “But I think anger, head-butting and fighting,
they need to have a little bit but it’s more of a political issue.
more variety,because...theyplay There will always be religiously
a lot of stuffthat I’m not used to zealous people out there.”
Arabs and Muslims are not
listening to, which is good, but
demographics
some students may want some homogenous
more stuff. Maybe a variety of and encompass many different
Many
of the
different types of genres played traditions.
misconceptions of Arabs and
at different hours.”
Even if they don’t like the Muslims result from a lack
music all the time, however, it of understanding of the Arab
might benefit students to tune culture and state systems, along
in every once in a while. “Give with the religion of Islam. Thus,
W T H S a try," Dodson urged. for a Western eye to see what is
“W e think we play great music, going on theMiddle East,viewing
and we try to have a wide variety the situation from an Arab or
Muslim perspective isnecessary.
in independent music.”

Track t e a m s deliver positive results at Trine
James Rogers
S p o r t s E ditor

Caitlin Rivera
A ssistant S p o r t s E ditor

The men’s and women's track
teams traveled to Trine on
Friday for indoor competition.
The meet was non-scoring and
the second indoor meet for
Hope this year.
Not every Hope athlete
participated, but the orange and
blue delivered several positive
results.
On the men’s side, the
Dutchmen saw three individuals
win events. David Dolfin (14)
claimed first place in the triple
jump with a launch of 41-3 %,
setting a new personal record.
James Rogers (’14) crossed
the line firstin the mile, winning
the event with a time of 4:27.43.
Blake Rottschafer (13) gave the
Dutchmen their third individual
win, this time in the 3,000-meter
run, taking first in 9:01.13.
“With the guys who clearly
put in miles over [Christmas]
break, it is so refreshing to see
that their labors are able to pay
offfor them, and they are able to
get a feel of how the season will
go,” Rottschafer said.
Other Hope men also
landed in the top three in their
respective events. Boone Marois
(16) finished second in the
60-meter dash, blitzing to a time
of 7.16 seconds.
Cam Holicki (14) claimed
third in the 400-meter dash with
a 52.46. Hope’s 4x400 relay team
comprised of Elliott Barney
(13), Gavin Midlam (15),
Jacob Everly (15) and Holicki
delivered a runner-up time of

3:34.42.
David Tropp (13) jumped
6’4” to take third in high jump,
while Jonas Lawson (13)
finished third in long jump with
a leap of 40-10 1
/4.
On
the women’s side,
two Flying Dutch cruised to
victories. Sheri McCormack
(14) won the mile by more than
eight seconds, running a 5:12.64
for firstplace.
Morgan McCardel (13) was
the other individual winner for
Hope, crossing the line first in
the 1,000-meter run with a time
of 3:07.19.
Similar to the men, the
women also saw top three
finishes from several athletes.
Emily Wrozek (15) finished
second to McCardel in the 1,000
with a time of 3:12.02.
Julia Stock (16) competed in
her first indoor race as a Dutch
runner and ended with a third
place finish in the 3,000-meter
run, clocking a time of 10:57.18.
Jessica Krantz (15) ran to third
in the 5,000 meters (20:27.42).
Amelia Stanley (14) ended up
third in the pole vault, clearing
a height of 9-11 %. Catie White
(14) finished third in the long
jump with a leap of 16-7 (5.05
meters).
“Iwas very surprised to jump
over five meters this early in
the season, but very pleased,”
White said. “As a freshman, I
won the conference meet in the
long jump with 5.22 meters, so
to win again would definitely be
something to strive for.”
White also knows there is
much more work to do.
“To prepare for the rest of
the meets this year, sprinters

Wednesday

Caitlin Rivera

The Flying Dutchmen bowed
to Davenport University last
weekend with two losses, 4-2
and 4-3.
“I think we fell short because
we missed some of the smaller

things in the game like stop and
starts and winning battles for
loose pucks," Caleb Digison (’14)
said.
O n Friday, Hope was on
Davenport's home ice. Hope
remained scoreless until the
second period with a power play
goal from Chris Kunnen (T3),

P hoto

by

C hristian Leathley

HOPE STOPPED— Jake Green ('13) has 11 goals and 16
assists for the Dutchmen, who lost twice over the weekend.

Feb. 6

Women’s Basketball
vs. Olivet at 7:30 p.m.

Friday

Feb. 8

Hockey
vs. Univ. of Michigan-Flint at 7:30
p.m. at Edge Ice Arena

Saturday

Feb. 9

Men’s Basketball
Vs. Calvin at 3 p.m.

Hockey
vs. Northwood at 7:30 p.m. at Edge Ice
Arena

Women’s Basketball,
vs. Rochester at 8 p.m.

In B rief

FLYING DUTCH CRUISE
PAST ALMA
The
womens
basketball
team traveled to Alma on Sat
urday and left victorious, 7934. Hope improved to 20-1
overall and 12-1 in the MIAA.
The Dutch have reached
20 wins for the 15th sea
son in a row, all under head
P hoto by A n d r e w K reichelt
coach
Brian
Morehouse!
LAUNCHING— Catie Wh i t e (’14) soars during o n e of her long
On Saturday, Hope went
j u m p s at Trine on Friday. W h i t e placed third in the long j u m p on a 23-0 run starting at the
(16-7) a n d fifth in the 6 0 - m e t e r dash.
15:09 mark in the first half,
giving them a 32-6 lead with
and jumpers will probably indoor season will conclude 6:47 remaining in the first half.
need to work on power,” White with another meet on Feb. 23.
A comfortable 46-15 advan
said. “With enough resistance
"I see everyone’s effort and tage at the half never crumbled
training, we will be stronger and commitment to be honorable,” in the second half. Hope hand
faster for outdoor.”
Rottschafer said. “Ilook forward ily outscored the Scots 33-19
Next up on the indoor track to what the outdoor season will in the second stanza, pav
schedule is a meet at Grand bring us: personal bests and ing the way to a 79-34 win.
Valley on Friday, Feb. 15. Hope's maybe even records.”
Meredith Kussmaul (’13)
and Liz Ellis (’13) led the
Dutch in scoring with 11
points each. Ellis also recorded
four assists and three steals.
Courtney Kust (’13) posted
assisted by Caleb Morgan (T5) play offense by scoring his nine points and six rebounds,
and Sean LaDouce (T3). This second goal, assisted by Flood while Maura McAfee (’16) led
tied the game 1-1.
and O ’Brien.
the team in rebounds with seven.
The game was tied 3-3 until
Davenport came out strong
Hope buried eight threein the third period and scored five minutes remained in the pointers and the defense
two power play goals within a third period and Davenport caused 27 Alma turnovers.
minute, leaving the Dutchmen scored the game-wining goal.
The Dutch (20-1, 12-1
Hope couldn’t pull out MIAA) will take on Olivet to
down by two.
With 15 minutes left in the another goal, taking theirsecond night at DeVos at 7:30 p.m.
thirdperiod, Robert Calvert (’15) loss of the weekend, 4-3.
“I thought we forechecked
scored on another power play.
MEN'S BASKETBALLSETS
This wasn’t quite enough for well and got a lot of shots on
RECORDS
the Dutchmen, and Davenport net, but we lacked high quality
secured the win with a last scoring chances and didn’t
The Flying Dutchmen (13-8,
goal with five minutes to spare, pursue rebounds that the goalie
leaving the final score at 4-2 in gave out aggressively enough," 8-2 MIAA) set a DeVos Fieldhouse shooting record on Sat
Digison said.
favor of Davenport.
In goal for the Dutchmen urday in a 97-73 win against
On Saturday, Hope tried
to regain dominance against on Friday was LaDouce, and on Albion. Hope shot 68 per
Davenport on their home ice at Saturday was Drew Cook (14), cent from the field, breaking
the 2008 record of 62 percent.
each saving 31 shots.
The Edge.
Ending the first half 45-37,
Hope fell to 20-5 on the
By the end of the first period,
Hope’s defense held the Brit
Hope was leading 2-1 with season after the two losses.
The Dutchmen will host ons and gained a 20-point
goals from Caleb Digison (T4),
assisted by Brandon Flood (T6) the University of Michigan- lead in the second half with
minutes
remaining.
and Nick Cornicelli (13), and Flint on Friday at 7:30 p.m., 14
Leading
scorers ' were
a power play goal from Justin and Northwood University on
Nate VanArendonk (’14) and
Glick (14), assisted by Drew Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
“[In our next two games], Alex Eidson (’16) both with
O ’Brien (15) and Kunnen.
Davenport regained control if we win loose pucks, don’t 16 points- each. Ben Gard
ofthe game in the second period quit on plays and keep moving ner (T6) poured in 14 points.
Hope will continue in confer
by scoring two goals. Near our feet, I think we can control
the end of the period, Glick both ends of the ice really well," ence play and take on Calvin at
home on Saturday,Feb. 9 at3 p.m.
displayed Hope’s strong power Digison said.

H o c k e y c o m e s u p short against Davenport
A ssistant S p o r t s E ditor

T his W eek In S p o r t s

Athletic directing d u o k e e p s college p r o g r a m thriving
This is part one of a two-part feature on Hope’s athletic directing tandem comprised of Eva Dean Folkert and Tim Schoonveld
James Rogers
S p o r t s E ditor

up on our to-do lists,and thejob
offers variety.”

Cohesion and God’s calling
When you think of twoheaded monsters, a pair of
The tandem credits much of
athletic directors probably
their success to the cohesion
doesn’tcome to mind.
Since joining forces in developed since 2009.
They approach each other
2009, Hope College co-athletic
directors Eva Dean Folkert with different ideas and possess
and Tim Schoonveld think of gifts in specific areas which,
when mixed together, help
themselves as just that.
Folkert and Schoonveld both create new ideas that broaden
have longtime connections to the scope oftheir athletic minds.
“W e love to challenge each
Hope, where they each spent
other and we complement each
their undergraduate years.
Folkert graduated in 1983 other very well,” Schoonveld
and Schoonveld in 1996. said. “W e ’ve established a great
Interestingly, they also both friendship, we enrich each other
received a master’s degree from and we trust our work."
Their upbringings may have
Western Michigan University in
been different, but they both
2005.
Thirteen years separate the believe the way they ended up as
P hoto C ourtesy of H ope P R
tandem, but they both agree on an athletic directing duo was all
FAITHFUL LEADERSHIP — F r o m L-R: T i m Schoonveld, Eva D e a n Folkert a n d R a y Smith.
what part of their job they enjoy part of God’s calling.
“God brings people together S c h o o n v e l d took the athletic directing position at H o p e in 2 0 0 9 after S m i t h retired.
most: working with studentathletes who learn and live a with a purpose and a plan,”
Schoonveld said. “I’m more sports editor of Hope's student- veterans.
dream.
earlyto check emails, check calls
“I love working with student- aware now than ever that I'm run newspaper ‘The Anchor’
She recalls Tom Renner, and organize for the day ahead.
athletes who take college part of God’s plan, and I go by during my sophomore year, who still serves as director of
Last semester she was
seriously,” Folkert said. “They this. Inever dreamed ofbeing an but then I went to work at the public relations at Hope, seeing preparing for her First Year
Holland Sentinel as a sports potential in her and making her Seminar class about sport in
treat itas a right, not a privilege, athletic director at Hope."
writer and photographer my feel comfortable from the start.
and they need to be grateful for
society in movies. This semester
From N e w York to Hope
junior and senior years."
the sacrifices their parents made
she’s teaching a Senior Seminar
A veteran’s mind
to get them to college.”
about sport in society and the
Finding work at Hope
Folkert spent her high school
sacred, looking at religion’s
days in the Finger Lakes region
A demanding job
Throughout her years at effect on sport.
Folkert graduated
from
of upstate N e w York. From an
“I’m much more productive
Hope, Folkert has seen plenty of
Athletic directors themselves early age, she possessed a love Hope in 1983. According work: registrar’s office, athletics in the morning,” Folkert said.
to a 2010 feature written by ticket
need to make sacrifices too, for words.
manager,
assistant “Some days morning meetings
She scored good grades on Michelle Brutlag Hosick in director of intramural sports, require an early start, but most
because the job isno easy task.
While Folkert deems it a research papers and saw writing N C A A Champion magazine, senior woman administrator for days I enjoy arriving at the office
“boring” subject matter, the as a beautiful puzzle in which the Holland Sentinel couldn’t athletics, director of women’s before the noise and commotion
position
deserves
respect. you could describe something in hire her full time out of college athletics (Ray Smith was director hits, taking time in the quiet to
Without
experienced
and so many different ways but still due to a time of recession, of men’s athletics), assistant get things done.”
dedicated athletic directors, a hold on to itstrue meaning.
In the afternoon the corridors
and freelance writing for the professor of kinesiology and
school's sports program can
Her love for sport blossomed Sefitinel “wasn’tgoing to pay the * now co-athletic director.
fall silent around 3 p.m., and
turn to dust.
in her high school days when she mortgage for the newly married
Her time with intramural Folkert takes this time to answer
Athletic directors constantly played softball, basketball and Folkert, so she took a job for a sports opened her eyes to questions, check email, touch
have deadlines. Responsibilities field hockey.
printing company doing layout athletic administration.
base with coaches and possibly
include facility management,
She admired the way sports and design, skills she picked up
After receiving her master’s meet with a student.
hiring
coaches,
preparing brought groups of people while cutting and pasting the degree in sport management in
She says the athletic directing
schedules
and
organizing together in unison and how newspaper columns together." her early 40s in 2005, Folkert job is about managing people
spending on things such as team success depended on the hard Soon after, however, in 1985 coached women’s golf at Hope and events and people in events.
travel and equipment.
work of numerous people.
a PR job opened at Hope and from 2005-2008 and was able to She may attend and supervise a
An article written by Annie
Folkert’s move from New Folkert got it, and she’s worked begin teaching at the college.
sporting event which Will keep
Chandler about the University York to West Michigan in 1979 for the college ever since.
With so much to focus on her night busy.
of Arizona’s athletic director brought her to Hope College.
The then 24-year-old Folkert daily, Folkert still tries to abide
says that the demanding hours
She declared a double major committed herself to the by a routine.
Part two of this feature will
of the job make it“notorious for in business administration and new job at Hope as a young
These days Folkert arrives at appear in The Anchor’s 2/20
itsshort tenures."
communication, and she had the woman
working
alongside her office in DeVos Fieldhouse issue,with a conclusion on Folkert
Folkert and Schoonveld know opportunity to use her writing older, qualified and successful around 6:30 a.m. She comes in and a mainfocus on Schoonveld.
that the job description doesn’t skillsand love ofsport soon after
include much time for breathers. her entrance into Hope.
Have you written a substantial paper in the field of
“If you like regimen and a
“With m y double major, I
mundane lifestyle, this is not was planning on going into PR
i Theatre, History, Art, Music, Philosophy, English,
the job you'll have,” Folkert said. [public relations]," Folkert said.
Religion or Dance that you would like to share
“Each day something new comes “I also landed the position of

with the Hope community?
Submit itfor consideiatioii to the Arts and Humanities Colloquium!

3:30-5:30 pan. Tuesday, February, 19 in Martha Miller Center
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This coloquium offers students from Ants and Humanities courses an opportunityto presenttheirwork to an audience offacultyand theirpeas.
Refreshments wit!be served.
fcqiersmay he submitted from ai^ Arts and Humanities course taughtin the
springor fallsemesters of2012. Any type ofpaper ispotentiallyeligible,
but preference will be given to projects im7dlvingsubstantial research.
Please submit one copy ofyour papa-to the Arts and H umanities Dean's Office;
#124 Udrbers Hall by Februaiy T Your name should appear on the titlepage
but not elsewhere in the paper Also indude the course and the professorfor
________ who m foe paper was prepared.

